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Stretches of dilapidated homes — windows boarded up with plywood — line the streets of formerly
bustling neighborhoods. The scene is an all too familiar one in pockets of several American cities that
have fallen into disrepair, prompting some organizations to find creative ways to fix the blight.

Take Detroit: It’s no secret that the Motor City is going through tough times, but there are some bright
spots among its bleak landscape of unemployment and urban decay.

One of them is a non-profit group called Write A House, which is planning to renovate abandoned
homes in the city and give them to writers for free as part of a residency program.

Sarah Cox, a journalist who co-founded Write A House, says she has gotten an overwhelming response
from potential applicants who are excited about the opportunity. The group raised more than $30,000
through a recent IndieGogo campaign and is also applying for funding through grants. Cox, co-founder
Toby Barlow, and a small team of employees are gearing up to start the writers’ application process this
spring and begin construction on houses when the weather warms up.

There’s no doubt that Write A House can boost Detroit’s literary scene. But can a project such as this
help lift an entire metropolitan area? The answer is yes, if you agree with urban studies theorist Richard
Florida, who says attracting the “creative class” is a way to boost downtrodden areas. Examples that
back his theory include the Soho and East Village neighborhoods in New York City.

“The idea is that by making the city appealing to these
kinds of people, you can revitalize neighborhoods and
therefore attract larger engines of economic growth
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that will spill out,” says Matthew Lasner, a professor of
Urban Affairs and Planning at Hunter College.

“Everyone knows in their hearts what impact artists can have on any community,” adds Toby Barlow.
“Artists change perspective; artists provide new interpretations; artists re-imagine the possible. I suspect
the writers who would want to be a part of this project would be attracted to the potential energy in
Detroit, and in some way they would engage in activating that energy in some positive way.”

While jump-starting a tidal wave of economic reform would be a dream scenario, Cox and Barlow are
keeping their efforts focused on the task at hand: Building a small community for writers through the
resources available.

“The basic impact on the community is that there are
vacant houses, and having someone live in them makes

it better,” says Cox.

“The reason we’re focusing on writers is that the literary community in Detroit is not particularly high
profile. People don’t really think of it as a place to come and write, and yet both Toby and I found it to
be a great place that has helped both of our careers. We’re trying to promote that and bring other people
here that can benefit from it.”

The program won’t just be benefitting writers. Write A House will be partnering with another non-
profit, Young Detroit Builders, allowing participants to learn construction skills as part of their
vocational training and get a small stipend. They will work with Write A House’s contractor on tasks
that are being taught, such as carpentry. The organization will also hire professional builders to work on
duties the Young Detroit Builders are unable to perform.

Could a project such as Write A House work in other cities? It couldn’t be possible just anywhere — the
Motor City is a perfect fit because of its unusual housing situation.

“What’s ideal here in Detroit is how cheap the houses are and how many of them there are,” says
Cox. “We were able to buy a house for a $1,000, so if there are [other] places where that works, I think
it’s possible [to do something similar]. [But] I’m not sure if other cities have as much foreclosure as
here.”

Projects focused on recruiting artists have worked on small scales in other places. For example, in 1993,

http://www.youngdetroitbuilders.org/


community activist Rick Lowe started Project Row Houses, buying an abandoned stretch of 22
buildings in Houston’s Third Ward to build a community for African American artists. In 2000, an
 Artist Relocation Program in Paducah, Kentucky started offering beautiful, historic homes to artists at a
major discount, helping to revitalize the town. And New Orleans has effectively used the federal Low
Income Housing Tax Credit program (LIHTC) to allow building owners to give preference to artists in
the market of potential renters. The idea is that artists should be an important protected class because of
their unique potential impact in revitalization.

Of course, Paducah is a small town that is more conducive to change, and Houston and New Orleans are
dynamic cities that have the means to support neighborhoods once they show signs of recovery. Detroit
is a much tougher challenge.

“[Write A House] will probably have more of an impact on the writers than on the city as a whole,” says
Lasner. “As we know, both the city of Detroit and the metropolitan area of Detroit have serious
structural problems. This kind of project is terrific on a small scale: There’s a community of people that
needs inexpensive housing, and this is a great way to re-occupy housing for which there isn’t much
market demand.”

However, filling those houses could end up changing outsiders’ perception of the city. After all, while
many writers are being priced out of New York and San Francisco, Motown — despite its struggles —
is opening its doors and giving homes to them.

“One realistic ideal is that we contribute to changing the external narrative about Detroit, so that,
amongst other conversations, people will talk about this city as having a unique respect for the literary
arts,” says Barlow.

That in turn could make Detroit a cool place to live.

“Giving writers homes is, in some deeply philosophical
and un-superficial way, a fun idea. So, if we succeed at
this and some other ideas that other people around

town are working on, we’re going to be seen as a very
fun place,” he adds.

“At the very least, the most basic ideal is some kids learn some good carpentry skills and some writers
get a good, solid home.”
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